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Fine Tip ESD Plastic Point Tweezers

$2.50
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Adafruit Infrared IR Remote Receiver - STEMMA JST PH 2mm

$4.95
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ELECFREAKS Retro Programming Arcade for micro:bit V2

$29.95
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Adafruit ADG729 Dual 1-to-4 Analog Matrix Switch

$10.95
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MEMENTO - Python Programmable DIY Camera - Bare Board

$34.95
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Adafruit Qualia ESP32-S3 for TTL RGB-666 Displays

$19.95
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Adafruit Metro RP2040

$14.95
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Adafruit QT Py S3 with 2MB PSRAM WiFi Dev Board with STEMMA QT

$12.50
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“ Don't worry about what anybody else is going to do… The best way to predict the future is to invent it. Really smart people with reasonable funding can do just about anything that doesn't violate too many of Newton's Laws!”


Alan Kay
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